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Overv iew: Born 1991 in Lublin, Poland. Composer and sound artist based currently in New England. Main focus is 
electroacoustic composition, voice performance and vocal manipulation, production. Has interned for Meredith Monk; 
collaborated with AGF, Maja Ratkje, Richard Chartier, and Thomas Brinkmann; and had works nominated by the jury for 
Prix Ars Electronica in Digital Musics (Spring 2012). Radio plays and other works have featured on Resonance FM 
and BBC. His records have been released by labels such as Trente Oiseaux, MonotypeRec, and LINE, and he has 
lectured at universities such as UNC and NYU. 
 
Concentra t ion: Vocal manipulation, production, composition, noise, glitch, drone, microsound, live performance, 
exploration of post-digital and post-classical, merging eastern and western tonalities, leftfield pop. 
 
Works: 
 
Solo albums 
• Debut record AGORA , completed February 2011, released 1 July 2011 by Bitsquare Recordings, explored the 
interplay and unification of disparate cultures within the context of digital music through the inclusion of field recorded 
samples of vocalists from various countries (Uganda, Pakistan, Turkey). This record was co-engineered in part by 
AGF (Antye Greie-Ripatti), with a remix record released December 2011 featuring reworked versions by Scanner, 
Ste inbrüchel and Blev in Blectum. This release underlined the concept of AGORA as a project of unification of 
disparate styles. These projects also featured collaborations with vocalist Zach Thorpe. 
 
• Air ing , released 15 May 2012 by Bitsquare, was the second solo record. This work was entirely self-produced, 
with vocal contributions by Carahanni, Lisa Ackerly and jhom. Airing (air-ring) focused mainly on two sonic themes: 
radio static (air) and the bell (ring). Bells are present on every track, with recordings of static contributed by sound 
artist Dendr i te. This work was nominated by the Jury for Ars Electronica’s 2012 prize for Digital Musics. Remixes 
from this project were completed by Richard Chartier under the moniker Pinkcour tesyphone, C. Spencer Yeh, and 
Best Fwends. Visuals for the record were created by Jeremy Bai ley and were projected at SightLine in Denver. 
 
• Raj , the third solo record, further explored the phenomena of enmeshing eastern and western tonalities, this time 
paired with aggressive, beat-centric undercurrents. In the spirit of creative independence, the record features no 
collaborators, and was self produced, performed, and composed. The organ pieces for the record were performed and 
recorded December 2011 at St. Peter’s church in Danbury, Conn. This record was mastered by Antye Greie-
Ripat t i November 2012 at Shark Reef Studio in Hailuoto, Finland. The record was self-released 26 February 2013, 
underscoring the concept of creative independence. Ben Cannan and Sam Tarakaj ian completed visuals for this 
project. 
 
• Tempatempat , the fourth solo record, was released on Monotype Records 28 April 2014. This album focused on 
sampling gamelan, as well as extending vocal technique beyond Piotr’s trademark digital manipulations. Expansion of 
lyrical content was also explored, with tracks sung in both English and Bahasa Indonesian. Includes sample of 
Bar tho lomäus Traubeck’s “YEARS” project and was mastered by Antony Ryan of ISAN.  Material from this 
album was remixed by Steve Roden. 
 
• Bahar , the fifth solo record, was released on Bit-Phalanx 5 May 2015. This album marked the first time Piotr had 
used his formal classical training in his solo work, as the album was scored for four wind players. The album also 
focused on direct, pop-oriented song structure with narrative lyrics and relied more on continuous vocal performances 
than vocal manipulation. The cover artwork was completed by Antye Greie-Ripat t i based on video footage taken by 
Piotr. Select pieces from the album were given acoustic treatments and arranged for three wind players by Kyle 
Tieman-Strauss. A remix of material from Bahar was completed by producer Chr is t ian Kle ine. 
 
• Drono, the sixth solo record, was released on LINE Imprint 10 June 2016. Drono, as its name suggests, is a 
drone album. It emphasizes the form and durational composition of drone through unquantized, glitching samples and 
near-absence of rhythm. Yet this is a drone album preoccupied with mutability: the tracks are technically built on 
sustained harmonic centers, but they feature variation, movement and depth that transcend the limits of drone’s 
singularity. This album featured mastering by Antye Greie-Ripat t i , and collaborations with Maja Ratk je and 
Thomas Br inkmann. Remixes for the digital edition were completed by AGF and Stephan Math ieu. 



 
Live performances involve voice and electronics, and occur as either solo concerts or as performances in festivals, art 
galleries, and club spaces. Video performance in collaboration with Annie Abrahams has also been practiced, 
beginning in 2012. 
 
a complete list of past performances is available at http://derekpiotr.com/performances 

 
Collaborative works have been created with various other artists, among them Paul Hesl in, Ivan Cheng, 
Bar tho lomäus Traubeck and Mikah Meyer. Piotr-Heslin, the debut eponymous EP released in collaboration with 
Heslin, saw release on Wood & Wire label to critical acclaim in 2013. The collaboration with Cheng resulted in the 
duo Gobs, a project focused around using the artists’ voices as the sole medium. This collaboration resulted in the EP 
gods (2011). A full-length release is currently in progress. The collaboration with Meyer resulted in the project 
Weather Patterns, which saw release on Silent Media in 2014. The collaboration with Traubeck is focused around 
nature, early music, and generative processes, and is currently in progress. Visual Collaboration with Andrew Jordan 
had premiere at Location One in Manhattan (2011). Commissions to soundtrack motion pieces have been produced 
for Torreya Cummings (Barrel Racer, 2010) and Michael Pusey (Intrusion Point, with AGF, 2012). 
Further scoring work has been commissioned from AECOM corporation (commercial), Jamie Almodovar (film 
documentary score), and Southern Cal i forn ia Inst i tu te of Arch i tecture (“SolMotion”, a collaboration with 
Klemens Si tzmann). 
 
a complete works page is available at http://derekpiotr.com/works 
 
Selected press: 
“a restless intelligence” – PopMatters 
“one-of-a-kind sound” – XLR8R 
"a most intriguing mix of electronic pop song and acoustic composition" – BBC Radio 3 
“the very heart of the electroacoustic genre” – Critical Masses 
“surprisingly accessible” – The Needle Drop 
“experimental electronic music is very rarely this simultaneously exciting, unpredictable and enjoyable” – The Quietus 
“a real gem in the Line catalogue, the best release on the label for a while” - Boomkat 
 
a full PDF press archive is available at http://derekpiotr.com/press 
press contact: press@derekpiotr.com 
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